
Exam. Code : 103206
Subject Code : 1163

B.A./B.Sc. 6th Semester

ENGLISH (Compulsory)

Time Allowed—2 Hours]    [Maximum Marks—50

Note :— There are eight questions of equal marks.
Candidates are required to attempt any
four questions.

1. Provide very short answers (any three) :

(i) Who was Marco and what was his profession ?

(ii) How did Raju come to be known as Railway
Raju ?

(iii) Who was Velan and what was his domestic
problem ?

(iv) What do you say about the narrative of
The Guide ?

2. Write a note on Raju’s transformation into Swami.

OR

Comment on the title of the novel ‘The Guide’.

3. Provide very short answers (any two) :

(i) Describe old man Devizes attitude towards the
young.

(ii) Comment on the role of Gatson in Villa for Sale.

(iii) Give the character sketch of Al Smith.
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4. Discuss ‘Villa for Sale’ as a hilarious comedy.
OR

Discuss the theme of the play The Will in Twenty
First Century.

5. (A) Provide very short answers (any two) :
(i) Describe the mental state of the Whites after

the death of their son.
(ii) Why is Mrs. Meldon dressed in black ?
(iii) Give the location of the White’s house.

(B) Comment on the theme and title of the play
Progress.

OR
Comment on the character of Mr. White in The
Monkey’s Paw.

6. Write an essay on any one of the following topics :
(i) Covid crisis and its impact on society
(ii) The Importance of Leisure
(iii) Value of Games.

7. Provide very short answers (any two) :
(i) What does the telegram inform Mrs. Stevenson ?
(ii) Comment on the role of Polly in No Eggs! No

Eggs!
(iii) What does Joan ask Robert for ?

8. Discuss Sorry Wrong Number as a Suspense play.
OR

Draw the character of Joan highlighting her nationalism.



















 Exam. Code : 103206
 Subject Code : 1200

B.A./B.Sc. 6th Semester

QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES–VI

Time Allowed—2 Hours]    [Maximum Marks—100

Note :—There are EIGHT questions of equal marks.
Candidates are required to attempt any
FOUR questions.

I. Discuss the nature, scope and limitation of Econometrics.

II. What is Simple Linear Regression Model ? From the
data given below, estimate two variable Regression
Model by OLS method.

X : 4 6 10 12 16 18

Y : 6 8 4 6 8 10

III. State and prove the Gauss Markov Theorem.

IV. Differentiate between R2 and Adjusted R2. Use the
following data :

Investment 65 57 57 54 66

Change in Output 26 13 16 –7 27

Estimate the Y = α + β X regression line. Estimate R2

and Adjusted R2, also test the hypothesis that
β = 0 against the alternative hypothesis β 0 at 5%
level of significance.
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V. What is the problem of Multicollinearity in regression
analysis ? What are its tests and remedial measures ?

VI. What are the sources, consequences and tests of
Heteroscedasticity problem in regression analysis ?

VII. What is Koyck’s Transformation ? Discuss the problems
of estimation of Koyck’s Distributed Lag Model.

VIII. Explain sources, tests and remedial measures for Auto-
Correlation Problem.
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 Exam. Code : 103206
 Subject Code : 1189

B.A./B.Sc. 6th Semester
MATHEMATICS
(Linear Algebra)

Paper—I

Time Allowed—2 Hours]    [Maximum Marks—50

Note :—There are EIGHT questions of equal marks.
Candidates are required to attempt any
FOUR questions.

I. (a) Show that the set G = {i, –i, 1, –1} is an abelian

group with respect to multiplication.

(b) Show that the set of all polynomials with integral

coefficients, is not a vector space over |R.

II. (a) Prove that the necessary and sufficient

condition for a non-empty subset W of a

vector space V(F) to be a subspace of V, is

αx + βy ∈ W ∀ α, β ∈ F and x, y ∈ W.

(b) If V(F) be a vector space, prove that the set S of

non-zero vectors v1, v2, ...., vn ∈ V is linearly

dependent iff some element of S is a linear

combination of the others.
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III. (a) Prove that there exists a basis for each finite
dimensional vector space.

(b) Find the co-ordinate vector of (1, 2, 1) relative
to ordered basis B = {(2, 1, 0), (2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)}.

IV. (a) If U and W are two subspaces of a finite
dimensional vector space V(F), prove that :
dim (U + W) = dim U + dim W – dim (U ∩ W)

(b) Let W1 and W2 be two subspaces of |R4;
W1 = {(a, b, c, d) : b + c + d = 0},
W2 = {(a, b, c, d) : a + b = 0, c = 2d}

Find the basis and dimension of (i) W1 (ii) W2.
V. (a) Show that T : |R2 → |R3 defined by

T(x, y) = (x + 1, 2y, x + y)
is not a linear transformation.

(b) Prove that every n-dimensional vector space over
the field F is isomorphic to space Fn.

VI. (a) If V(F) and W(F) are vector spaces over the
same field F and T : V → W is a linear
transformation. Prove that :
(i) Range of T is a subspace of W(F)
(ii) Null space of T is a subspace of V(F).

(b) For the linear transformation T : |R3 → |R3 defined
by T(x, y, z) = (x + 2y – z, y + z, x + y – 2z)
find basis and dimension of :
(i) Range space of T
(ii) Null space of T.
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VII. (a) Let B = {v1, v2, ...., vn} be a basis for vector
space V(F) and T : V → V be a linear
transformation. Prove that for any

v ∈ V, [T; B] [v; B] = [T(v) ; B]

(b) Let T : |R3 → |R3 be defined by

T(x, y, z) = (3x + z, –2x + y, –x + 2y + 4z)

Find the matrix representation of T with respect
to the basis B = {(1, 0, 1), (–1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1)}.

VIII. (a) Find a linear transformation T : |R3 → |R3 determined

by the matrix 















−=

32
11
20

M  with respect to ordered

bases B1 = {(1, 2), (0, 3)} for |R2

and B2 = {(1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)} for |R3.

(b) Let B1 = {(1, 0), (0, 1)} and B2 = {(1, 3), (2, 5)}
be two ordered bases for |R2. Find the transition
matrix Q from B2 to B1 and the transition matrix
P from B1 to B2. Also verify

Q = P–1 and P[v : B2] = [v : B1]  ∀ v ∈ |R2.







 Exam. Code : 103206
 Subject Code : 1169

B.A./B.Sc. 6th Semester

COMPUTER SCIENCE

(Information Technology)

Time Allowed—2 Hours]    [Maximum Marks—75

Note :— There are Eight questions of equal marks. Candidates
are required to attempt any Four questions.

1. (a) Explain the advantages of Networks in Information
Technology. Name different topologies used in
Network.

(b) Discuss the types of wireless communication.

2. (a) What is Network protocol ? Explain with example.

(b) Give the examples of multiprogramming and
multitasking.

3. (a) Explain the main components of Decision Support
System.

(b) Write the use of transaction processing system.

4. What is network operating system and its advantage ?
Explain the components of any one of network operating
systems.
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5. Define the following :

(a) Database Servers

(b) Expert system and its uses.

6. What is client server model ? Discuss its applications and
advantages.

7. What are the uses of the Internet ? How you can protect
the Internet from misuse by unauthorized persons ?

8. (a) What are the Roles and Responsibilities of System
Managers ?

(b) Discuss the importance of DTP in planning and
organizing the software.
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